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FOREWORD

This report is submitted by the Martin Marietta Corporation,
Denver Division, in accordance with Contract F04701-75-C-0166,
CDRL Sequence Number A049. The document consists of three volumes:

Volume I - Test Report

Volume II - Analyses

Volume III -Test Data
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I. I INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

A series of pyrotechnic shock tests were conducted to evaluate
several concepts of shock attenuation. The in'-estigation was

occasioned by the results of full-scale pyrotechnic shock tests
of a Titan II I Transtage (th• fourth stage of a four-stage launch
vehicle). TherAg--sha testý4reported in MCR-75-414•-•-•-
investigated shock levels on truss structure supporting guidance
and vehicle control equipment. T-ie shock energy source was the
pyrotechnically actuated nuts that separate Stage II from the
Transtage. In general,)based on data from a'similar test some
i0 years earlier,->the test data showed shock levels on the trusses
in the frequencies near 2000 Hz to be higher than anticipated.__.

-- - (wera
It was decided to investigate attenuation concepts Jto pro-
vide a springboard for Titan IIIC hardware changes that would
reduce shock levels on critical components.-, The result was
achieved by demonstration of e means of shock attenuation/ &P

,_rnonslraJ. Although the effort was to support the solution of a particular
problem, the test results are generally applicable in the in-
dustry. The various concepts of shock attenuation were chosen
after onsulation within the Denver Division of Martin Marietta,
with theAtrFborocee, kAerospace Corporation, and other related
aerospace companies. -The concepts tested are only those that
would provide an economically acceptable means of solving the
particular problem.

Concepts tested and generalizations of success are listed below:

1) Fir, ordnance on one side of the separation No change in

plane only at a given time (sequenced shock level
firing)

2) Vary the torque of the stud in the No change in
Stage Il/Transtage joint shock level

3) Install an orifice in the separation Significant

nut between squib and piston shock reduc-
tion

*jTitan 11C Transtage/Stage II Separation Shock Test Final Report.

Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver Division, November 1975.
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4) Use of reduced charge, Viking Significant
Standard Initiator (VSI) shock reduction

5) Change the ontact area and geometry No change in
of tIa washers in the Stage lE/Transtage shock level
j oj-.

u') Shim or pad on end of stud of separation No change in
joint shock level

7) Shim at Station 133, mating plane of No change in
Transtage propulsion and control modules shock lavel

8) Shock iqolate the truss from the Significant
control-module mounting attachment shock reduc-

tion

Tht i• .est runs are Lummarized in Table I-1.

This report comprises three volumes. Volume I describes the pyro-
technic tests. Volume I! contains analyses related to shock iso-
lation of both the trusses and component isolation and related
effects on the Transtage. Truss structural modifications and
separation. nut and power cartridge variations are also discussed
in Volume HI. Volume III contains the shock response spectra for
each of the 15 accelerometers for all Zl test runs described in
Volume I.

The results of the tests and analyses show that significant reduc-
tion of the shock environment can be achieved by:

1) Use of an orificed separation nut (see Volume I, Chapters
lilA and IVA);

2) Full shock isolation of the equipment trusses (see Volume I,
Chapters IIIC and IVA);

3) A combination of both approaches.

Martin Marietta Corporation's recommendations are to:

1) Incorporate the orificed separstion nut to reduce the shock
ivironment from Stage II/III separation;

2) Consider shock isolation of the equipment trusses if it is
desirable to reduce the shock environment from all sources.

1-2
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Table I-I Bench Shock Test Swmwary
Ran Configuration Results for 2000-HIt Range

1 Dual separation nuts. fixed longeron at Sta 77 Levels similar to system test

2 Dual syparation nuts, (rev longeron at sta 77 Levelu exceeded system levels

A De eparation nuts. fixed longeron on this and all Baseline

subsequent tests

4 Dual separation nuts Baselinm. measurements on Acceleromet'ri 10, 11, and

12 appeared abnormallv low

S Dual separation nuts Baseline

6 Only Stage It nut fired No reduction from baseline

7 Only Stage Ill nit fire. So reduction from baseline

8 dnlv Stage IlII nut tired !easurements on Acceleroseters 10, 11, and 12

appeared abnormally low

9 Stage Ill nut fired, 75 ft-lb torque So reduction from baseline

10 Stage Ill nut fired. 300 ft-lb torque No reouction from baseline

11 Stage IlI nut oncv. 0.063-in. oriticed nut V 6-do reduction from baseline

12 Stage Ill nut onl%, O.06
3
-sn. orificed nut 5 i-d0 reduction from baseliae

13 Stage II nut only, 0.063-in. oriliced nut Z 3-dB reduction from baseline

14 Stage Ill nut only, castellated washer %o reduction from baseline

15 Dual nuts fired, 0.063-in. orificed nuts I 3-do reduction from baseline
16 Stage Ill nut only, reduced initiator ct,.oge 1 6-40 reduction from baseline

17 stage IlII nut only, -educed initiator charge I 5-dB reduction from baseline

18 Stage III nut onlv, padded stud '.o reduction from baseline

19 "tage Ill nut only, reduced initiator cna.ge o 6-0 reduction f rom baseline

20 Stage Ill nut only, crushable wanit r eo reduction fron baseline

21 stage Ill nut only, isolation at tia lid slight reduction :tom baseline

22 Stage Ill nut onl%. isolation at srA 133 %o reduction iron baseline

23 Stage IlL nut only,. C.ol-in. ori:iced nut Sintlar to reduction with 0.063-In. ornficed nut

24 stage III nut onl%, 0.081-in. oriliced nut Sirtilar to reduction with 0.06
1
-in. orificed nut

25 itage Ill nut onls, 0.063-in. oriltced nut witt ninilar to reduction witt 0.063-in. orificed nut
noditled piston

26 Stage Ill nut only, O.C63-in. nriliced nut t.ith Sinslar to reduction with 0.063-in. orificed nut
ooultfed piston

27 Stage ILL nut only, 0.052-in. orfited nut Ireater redstion than situ 0.0
6 3

-in. oriflced nut

28 stage III nut only, 0.052-tn ortfisd ,ntt treater reduction than with 0.063-in. orificed nut
29 Stage It nut only, ua1 0.05Ž-tn. orificod our, Le elu slightle greater than other orificed-nut runs

internal nut cavity recesed

30 Stage Ill not only. dual 0.0
5 2

-in. oriliced nut. 'irtular to reductions obt.ined with single 0.052-in.
no internal recess orificed uat

31 Stage IlII nut onl., single 0.05Ž-sn. ortiited nut Sintlor to other 0.05
2

-in. orificed-nut runs

32 Stage IlI nut only, dual 0.05
2

-in orliced nut Sintlar to other 0.05
2
-in. orificed-rut runs

33 Stage Ill nut only, single 0.052-cn. orificed 'ut rtvslar to other 0.052-tn. oriliced-nut runs

34 Stage III nut only. dual 0.052-in. oenriced nut sinmlar ti oJit: 0.
0

2-in. orificed-nut runs

35 Stage IlI nut only, isolator at truss bottom bracket Reduction of levels at truss bottom, truss top

sunilar to baseline

Stage III nut onlt, Isolator at truns bottom Reduction onl% at truss bottom

37 stage Itt nut only, isolator at truss bottos Redustion onl% at truss bottom

36 Stage Il not only I av l 0O52-tIn. ori-liid nut, Keduoti.'n it truss hritom greater than with oriticed
truss botton-bracke tuIolation nuto alone

39 Stage ItI nut onl). truss bottom bracket removed Truss bottom level similer to that with isolation

40 Stage II nut enly. tru- bottom bracket Isolated. Truis level very liw
top bracket removed

41 Dual separation nuts, dual 0.O12-in. otiliied iuts vintlir to other 0.05-in. oririced-nut runs

42 Dua' separation nuto, truo b41tton s•olotton, dual Level vintlar to orificed-nut run without isolation
O.OS-tn. oriticed nuts

43 Dual separation nuts, truss botton m'olathi, dual 4 b-do redution Iro orilticed-nut run without
O.052-in. orificed nuts isolit ion

44 Dual separatior nuts, truss boston isoloatni' levels similar i.' bseline

45 Dual separation nuts, roll tru. i'litt'l n - 6-d0 reduction trom baseline

46 Dual separation nuts,' trll truss isolation Longeron levels ven) high, truss levels slightly
lotei than baseline

47 Dual separation nuts, full tru-. isolation I 6-dB reduition Iron baseline

48 Dual separation nutn, toll trts, i'oliti't.. dual levels slihghtl\ I1er titan with oriliced nuts only
0.0

2
-in. orificed nu.,

49 Dual separation nuts, full truss isolartihn, dual levels oiglihtlv lower than with orificed nuts only
O.O52-In. orificed nuts

50 Dual Separation nuts, full tris. isolation, dual It.eeas IjhillIv lower than with orifited nuts onas
0.052-in. orificed nuta (o'a..ic,-i.ent on Accelerometer I1 appeared abnormally high

51 Dual separation nuts. full iru, i'olation • 6-d8 re.dutiin rio, bi-line

1-35v
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II. Test Configuration



II. TEST CONFIGURATION

A. TEST SETUP

The test setup was designed to simulate one longeron and the
Transtage guidance truss, as shown in Figure II-i. For con-
venience of installacions at the separation plane, the setup was
inverted from the normal position. The pulley, cable, and coun-
terweight assembly ensured separation of the Stage II longeron
after separation-nut firing. Figures 11-2 and 11-3 show the test
setup in detail.

The longeron extended from Station 77 to approximately 4 ft below
the separation plane, including the control-module section, pro-
pulsion-module section, and Stage II section. Because of material
availability, the longeron was fabricated from 2219 aluminum in-
stead of 7178. Grain direction was longitudinal. The cross-
sectional area of the longeron along the shock transmission path
was the same as in flight hardware. However, protuberances for
frame splices and other structural details not considered relevant
to shock characteristics were omitted. The joints at Stations
133 and 155 were made in the same manner as in flight hardware,
except as modified to test shock reduction techniques.

A Titan IIIB truss of early vintage supported the longeron at
representative locations. The truss in turn was supported by a
structural steel fixture specifically fabricated for that purpose.
The truss used had basically the same shock transmission path
to the corners as trusses used in current flight hardware. Minor
modifications to the truss, fittings required for the joint, and
attachments are shown in Figure 11-4. To enhance dynamic simula-
tion, masses of grossly representative weight were added to the
truss at major equipment mountings (Fig. II-1).

.1I '•
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B. INSTRUMENTATION

Instrumentation consisted of 15 accelerometers in groups of three

at five locations analogous to the three locations on the longeron
and two on the truss used for the Transtage shock test reported in

MCR-75-414.* Figure 11-2 and the photographs (Fig. 11-5 through
11-9) show accelerometer locations.

For some of the tests, an accelerometer (16) was mounted on the
test fixture to evaluate shock transmission from the fixture to
the truss. The instrument is not shown in Figure 11-2 because it
was intended for use as a monitor in several locations.

The data acquisition system for the instrumentation is shown
schematically below.

AccelerometerT . Charge Amplifier,
Endevco 2225J P Kistler 05mlll

Calibrator
Kistler 532m112

FM Tape Recorder, Shock Plotter,

Ampex Ling 55-1

Ii

*Titan ' 1C Transtage/Stage II Separation Shock Test Final Report.

Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver Division, November 1975.
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Figure 11-8 Accellerometer 10, 11., and 12 Locations
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Figure 11-9 Acceterometer 13 I1. and 15 Locations
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I
III. TEST SPECIMENS

A. ORDNANCE MODIFICATIONS

1. General

a. Firing Circuit - A Titan I battery set, charged to 28 V, was
the power source for all firings. The firing switch distributed
the output of this very large battery to the cartridge bridge wires

through a cable and connector set. Because the connector mating
the power cartridge was damaged by the firing, the connector and
associated cable were replaced for each shot. Firing current was
not measured, but could not have been less than 10 A per bridge
wire. Safety-required disconnect and shorting points were pro-
vided in the circuit. Voltage at the connector was verified to
be 28 V for each shot.

b. Installation Torque - Installation torque of the separation
nuts was 200±20 ft-lb except where mated. A torque wrench was
used on the Stage II side of the interface, and the Stage II nut
was prevented from turning with a box wrench.

Torques on the catcher mounting bolts and door bolts were not
controlled. During the bench tests, shims were not used at the
end of the catcher farthest from the separation nut.

2. Shot Configuration

Seventeen configurations were used, as summarized by run number

in Table III-1:

1) Normal Installation - Figure III-1 shows the installation of
the separation nuts, cartridge, etc in a Titan III at Station
151.60, the Stage II/III joint. The figure is also an ac-
curate reflection of a normal installation for the bench tests.

ll-
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Table III-1

Ordnance Configuration Index

Run Ordnance Configuration

1 1

2 1
3-5 1

6 2

7-8 2

9 3

10 3

11-13 8

14 4

15 9

16, 17, 19 10

18 6

20 5

21, 22 7

23, 24 11

25,•26 12

27,•28 13

29 14

30, 32, 34 15

31, 33 16

35-37 2

38 15
39 2

40 2

41 17
S42, 43 15

44 1

45, 46, 47, 51

48, 50 17

111-2
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Shim (typ both ends)

,-- Catcher Mounting Bolt (4)

l-----Ext ernal Door

•Catcher Box

-- Foamed Glass

•Rubber Glass Cover

PD60S0129-507 Titan Standard
f7: L--Pressure Cartridge (TSPC)

II

•PD33SO007-005 Separation Nut

Bathtub Fitting .. :

1 i • Concave WasherStage II _Convex Washer

I I

IPD33S0007-00 Separation Nut

IPD60S0129-507 TSPC

BathtubFitting Electrical Connector (typ)

ILongeron Web

Figure III-1 Station 15.6 Sepa ion PoSna 111-3
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2) Single-Nut Normal Installation - For single-nut firings, the
installation shown in Figure 11l-1 was modified. The cqr-
tridge on the unfired side of the installation was omitted
and the socket filled with a 1/2-20 UNF bolt to simulate the
mass of the cartridge and connector. For Run 6, this modifi-
cation was made on the Stage III side; for all other single-
nut runs, the mnodification was made on the Stage II side.

3) Torque Variations - A single-nut installation was made as
described in 2 except that the torque applied to the nuts
was 75 ft-lb (Run 9) or 300 ft-lb (Run 10).

4) Castellated Washers - A single-nut installation was made as
described in 2 except that the spherical washer set on the
Stage II side was replaced with a washer stack consisting of
an SK808-02329-001 washer sandwiched between two SK808-02329-
002 washers. In addition to the spherical washer set on the
Stage III side, a single SK808-02329-001 washer and an SK808-
02329-002 washer (next to the nut) were installed.

5) Honeycomb Washer - This installation was similar to that de-
scribed in 4 except that a washer consisting of a 0.125-in.
thick slice of aluminum honeycomb tube, 1½-in. OD and ¾-in.
ID, was substituted for the castellated washers (Fig. 111-2).
Torque was reduced to 75 ft-lb for this shot.

6) Padded Stud - This installation was similar to that described
in 2 except that a stud with a 0.25-in. pad of silicone rubber
on each end was used (Fig. 111-5).

7) Isolation at Station 133 - The installation at Station 133 was
similar to that described in paragraph 4 except that a phenolic
washer (0.125-in. thick) was used instead of castellated wash-
ers. Torque was 200 ft-lb, as is normal. In addition, a 0.063- A

in thick silicone rubber shim, 2-in. in diameter, was used to
isolate the longeron at Station 133. The shim and phenolic
washers are shown in Figure 111-5.

8) In-Line Orifice (0.062-in. dia) - This installation at the sep-
aration point was similar to that described in 2 except that an
SK808-02332-009 orifice-modified separation nut was used on the
Stage III side. This configuration interposed a 0.062-in. di-
ameter orifice between the nut and cartridge. The cartridge
chamber was about I cc. The piston was modified to accept an
0-ring.

9) In-Line Orifice (0.062-in. dia) with Dual. Nuts - This installa- z

tion at the separation point was similar to that described in
1 except that an SK808-02332-009 orifice-modified separation
nut was used on both sides of the interface.

111-4
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10) Viking Standard Initiator as Power Cartridge - This installa-
tion at the separation point was similar to that described in
2 except that an SK808-02332-040 nut was used and a PD000006-
001 (Viking Standard Initiator) was used as a power cartridge
instead of a PD60S0129-507 TSPC. Electrical connectors were
changed as required. Firing current was the same as before.

11) In-Line Orifice (0.081-in. dia) - This installation was simi-
lar to that described in 2 except that an SK808-02332-019

separation nut was used. The nut orifice was drilled out to
0.081 in. instead of the previously used 0.062 in.

12) In-Line Orifice (0.062-in. dia), Modified Piston - This in-
stallaticn was similar to that described in 2 except that an
SK808-02332-030 separation nut .-As used. This nut was similau.
to the 0.062-in. orifice-modified nuts previously used (para
8) but with a "drop-center" piston (SK808-02332-006), which
increased nut chamber volume by 2.5 cc.

13) In-Line Orifice (0.052-in. dia) - This installation was simi-
lar to that described in 2 except that an SK808-02332-010
separation nut was used. This nut was similar to the 0.062-in.
diameter orifice-modified nut except that the orifice diameter

' was reduced.

14) Single Perpendicular Orifice-(Q.052-in. die) Undercut Case -

This installation was similar to that described in 2 except
that an SK808-02332-020 separation nut was used. The nut had
a 0.052-in. diameter orifice drilled from the side of the fit-
ting, and the case head was undercut to provide clearance for
the gas stream.

15) Perpendicular Orifices (0.052-in. dia) - This installation was
similar to that described in 2 except that an SK808-02332-029
separation nut was used. The nut had ca orifice fitting with
two 0.052-in. diameter orifices drilled perpendicular to the
cartridge centerline, and a case without undercut.

16) Single Perpendicular Orifice (0.052-in. dia), Normal Case -
This installation was similar to that described in 2 ee.ept
that an SK808-02332-039 separation nut was used. The orifice
fitting had a single 0.052-in. diameter orifice drilled per-
pendicular to the cartridge centerline, and a nut case with-
out undercut.

17) Dual Perpendicular Orifice (0.052-:in. di1), Dual Nuts- This
installation was similar to th. t described in 1 except that
two SK808-02332-029 nuts were used.

111-6
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B. BENCH TEST OBSERVATIONS

Certain observations were made during most of the firings con-
ducted in the bench test series that should be reported.

1i. Stud Impulse

Most o. the single-nut firings were conducted with the active nut
in the Stage III side of the interface. The Stage II longeron
was suspended by counterweighted cable. A separation nut, with a
mass-simulating bolt installed in the cartridge port, was used on
the Stage II side. When separation occurred •y firing the Stage
III side, the Stage II longeron appeared to separate only under
the influence of the counterweight. During the firings in which
the nut on the Stage II side fired and smashed against the web of
the lougeron, the separation was quite violent, with the Stage II
longeron violently driving upward, in some cases damaging the
pully over which the suspension cable passed. The difference in
behavior of the longeron in the two cases was marked. The con-
clusion is inescapable that the actuating nut imparted little if
any impulse to the stud. This is just as would be expected based
on the description of nut operation previously presented.

2. Nut Catcher

In firings usirg unorificed separation nuts on the Stage III side
of the interface, the nut case generally penetrated the catcher
until only the steel collar protruded from the catcher; in some

cases, penetration was even deeper. In the three firings in which
the VSI was used instead of the TSPC, the nut case did not pene-
trate the rubber cover over the foamed glass insert, although
there was some minoi fracturing of the glass under the rubber.
In the firings with orificed separation nuts, the case penetrated

the rubber and went into the glass for about 1/2 the length of
the case; i.e., about 1 in. of penetration. Two conclusions can
be drawn from this.

The foamed glass insert in the existing catcher is more than two
case lengths long (about 6 in.). The catcher is so long that it

is very difficult to install the connector on the TSPC with the
S~catcher in place; it is impossible to install the catcher after

connection. With the orifice fitting in the separation nut,
connection is even more difficult. It is therefore proposed that,
if the orificed nut is used on Titan III, the nut catcher be
shortened at least 1 in. to permit easier connection to the TSPC.

Plenty of foamed glass will still remain to stop the nut case.

Ik'
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K !It was shown earlier that the VSI should have provided at least
30% more energy than required to operate the nut, and perhaps as

Z•" much as 100%. The behavior of the VSI-powered nut case and catcher
contrasted with the behavior of a TSPC-powered orificed nut and

catcher provides a rough measure of the vigor of separations of
the orificed nut. It appears that the vigor (and hence the mar-
&in) of the orificed nut is about halfway between that of the VSI-
powered nut and the unorificed TSPC-powered nut. Because the mar-
gin of the VSI-powered nut is at least 30%, and the margin of the
TSPC-powered nut is about 460%, it is concluded that the margin
of the orificed nut is about 200%, for a very rough assessment.

111-8
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C. TRUSS ISOLATION

I For bench tests, two basic isolator configurations were de-

signed--one for the aft truss attachment (Fig. 111-3), and one
for the forward truss attachment (Fig. 111-4). Both configura-
tions use the existing bracket and bracket attachment design,

with the following exceptions:

1) Aft Bracket (Fig. 111-3)

a) To accommodate a rubber washer with 10% precompression,
I the forward surface (mating to the truss) is lower with

respect to the longeron attachment holes.

b) The forward pair of fasteners to the longeron is elim-
inated to allow the pad that mates with the truss to be
made thicker. This allows the rubber-coated bushing

that goes through the pad to have enough bearing area
to approach the stiffness criteria.

c) The hole through the pad has an increased diameter to
accommodate the bushing.

d) The fastener mating the pad to the truss is now longer
and has a specially designed bearing washer.

2) Forward Bracket (Fig. 111-4)

a) The shim between the truss mounting pad and longeron
is replaced by a rubber pad and thinner shim.

b) The four attachment hcles in the pad are drilled to a
larger diameter to accommodate the bushing around each
fastener.

c) A bearing plate and a rubber pad, both with the larger
holes, and a second bearing plate with original holes, are
added to the inboard face of the pad.

d) A longer fastener is required for mating the new con-
figuration to the longeron and must now be installed

with the head inboard rather than outboard.

This design was selected because it required minimum change to
existing hardware while allowing an isolator contact area suffi-
cient to exceed the . .iffness requirements. By intentionally ex-
ceeding the stiffness criteria in the design phase, the isolated
version of the brackets can be machined in advance (but nut
drilled), leaving only the thickness and area of rubber as param-
eters that are easily changed to reduce the stiffness pending
vibration test results.
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Single Thicker Longer Truss
Bolt Truss Bracket Bolt

4DU 

Rubber
Ref- ef Washer

Re 
Rubber-Coated

Bracket _ Steel Bushing

8 Fasteners Rubber
Washer

Longerongn Bearing
Washer

6 Fasteners

a. Present Attachment b. Isolated Attachment

Figure 111-3 Aft Bracket

Rubber Pads Added

Thinner Steel Bearing

Shim Plates Added

0.50- to 0.69-in. dia
"Holes (4 Places)

Reversed Bolt
Direction ý-1
(4 Places)S~ool

Steel Bushing
with Partial 1.8

Rubber CoatingLongeron 0 0ded

L e (4 Places)

a. Iso 7 ',ed Bracket b. Approximate DimenL.ic's of
Rubber Pads and Steel Plates

Figure 111-4 Forward Bracket
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IV. TEST RESULTS

The Stage II/III separation bench shock test was performed to
find a technique for reducing the shock experienced by the
Transtage trusses. Toward this end, 51 separations were per-
formed. Table IV-1 summarizes the runs. Runs 1 and 2 were only
used to determine the best configuration for all subsequent tests.
Run 1 was performed with the payload end of the Stage III longeron

(Sta 77) fixed to the test fixture, while Run 2 was performed with
the longeron end free. It was found that the truss response levels
were more representative of the system shock test (Ref IV-l) with

the longeron fixed. Therefore, all subsequent tests were per-

formed with a fixed longeron. Runs 3, 4, and 5 were then per-
formed to establish a baseline for this series of testing. These
runs consisted of a separation using two pyrotechnic separation
nuts for each run. A composite spectrum of all measurements on

the truss is shown in Figure IV-l for the baseline runs. Figure
IV-2 compares this baseline envelope with the envelope obtained

from the system shock test at rimilar truss locations. As can be
seen from the figure, the bench test produced shock responses
comparable to those obtained from the system test.

Table IV-2 identifies the location of each accelerometer on the

bench test structure. All shock response spectra obtained during

the bench test are in Volume III.
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Table Il-1 Bench Shock Test Summary
Run Configuration Results for 2000-ti Range1 I Dual separation nuts. fixed longeron at Ste 77 Levels similar to system test

2 Dual separation nuts, free longeron at Sta 77 Levels exceeded system levels

3 Dual separation nuts. fixed loogeron on this and all Baseline
subsequent tests

4 Dual separation -uts Baselino, measurements on Accelerometers 10. 11, and

12 appeared abnormally low

5 Dual separation nuts Baseline

6 Only Stage II nut tired No reduction from baseline

7 Only Stage ill nut fired No reduction from baseline

8 )nlv Stage III nut fired 'leasurements on Accelerometers 10. 11, and 12
appeared abnormally low

9 Stage IlI nut fired, 75 ft-lb torque No reduction from baseline

10 Stage IlI nut fired. 300 ft-lb torque No reduction from baseline

- 11 Stage II nut only. 0.063-in. oruficed nut a 6-dg reduction from baseline

12 Stage III nut only. 0.063-in. orificed nut I 3-dR reduction from baseline

13 Stage III nut only, 0.O
6
3-in. orificed nut • 3-dB reduction from baseline

§14 Stage III nut only, castellated washer No reduction from baseline

15 Dual nuts fired, 0.063-In. orificed nuts • 3-dB reduction from baseline

16 Stage Ill nut only, reduced initiator charge ; 6-dB reduction from baseline

17 Stage Ill nut only, reduced initiator charge Z 5-dB reduction from baseline

18 Stage Ill nut only, padded stud No reduction from baseline

19 Stage III nut only, reduced initiator charge I 6-dB reduction from baseline

20 Stage IIl nut onls, crushable washer No reduction from baseline

21 ,tape III nut oniv, isolation at Sta 133 Slight reduction from baseline

22 Stage IlI nut oniv. isolation at Sta 133 So reduction from baseline

23 Stage III nut onls. 0.O81-in. orificed nut Similar to reduction with O.
0 6

3-in. orificed nut

24 Stage Ill nut onl., 0.081-in. oriliced nut Similar to reduction with 0.0
6

3-in. orificed nut

25 Stage III nut onls. 0.03-in. orcficed nut with tnmi'ar to reduction with 0.0
6
3-in. orificed nut

rodified piston

26 Stage 1i1 nut only, O.063-in. orificed nut with Similar to reduction with 0.063-in. orificed nut
modified piston

27 Stage III nut only. 0.052-in. orifixced nut treater reduction than with 0.063-in. orificed nut

28 stage II nut onI. 0.052-in. orificed nut l,rearer reduction than with 0.063-in. orificed nut

29 Stage IlII nut oniv. dual 0.05
2
-in. orificed nut. Levels slightly greater than other orificed-nut runs

internal nut cavity recessed

30 Stage Ill nut only, dual 0.052-in. orificed nut, Sieilar to reductions obtained with single 0.02-in.
z. internal recess orificed nut

31 Stage III nut onl,. single 0.052-.n. oriltced nut similar to other 0.052-in. orificed-nut runs

32 Stage !Il nut only, dual 0.052-in. oruficed nut Similar to other 0.052-in. orifIced-sut runs

33 Stage ill nut only, single 0.052-in. orificed nut Similar to other 0.052-in. orlliced-nut runs

34 Stage III nut onlý, dual 0.05
2
-in. orifticd nut SiMilar to other 0.052-in. orificid-nut runs

35 Stage III nut only, isolator at truss botton bracket Reduction of levels at truss bottom, truss top
similar to baseline

36 Stage III nut only, isolator at truss bottom Reduction onl at truss bottom

3 37 Stage III nut oMlv. asolator at trus botto, Redu-tion onlt at truss bottom•÷36 ýt dge ::& nut o11%. duill O.O52-in. oriti-~d nut. Ked u- t hon it tru- b ottom greater than with oriltced

:truss botton-bri-ot isolation nut, alone

39 Stage IM! nut only. truss bottom bracket removed Truss bottom level similar to that with isolation

40 btage III nut only, truss bottom bracket isolated. Truss level ,rn lIo.
top bracket removed

41 Dial separation nuts. dual 0.05-in. orificed nut, ,imilar to other 0.052-in. oriliced-nut runs

42 Dual separation nuts, truss button isolation, dual Level, similar to orificed-nut run without isolation
0.052-in. orificed nuts

43 Dual separation nuts. tru-s botti,,o isolati,. dual 4 h-dR redustion iron orl:ied-nut run without
0.052-in. oriliced nuts isalation

44 Dual separation nuts, truss bSttun s clat-n levaIl similar to baseline

45 Dual separation nuts, lull tru- Ilsatlion ;: 6-dn reduttion from baseline

46 Dual separation nuts, lull truss isolation Longeron leivls ver5 high, truss levels slightly
louer thin baseline

47 Duat separation nut,, lull trus Is,,lation Z o-d, reduction from ba-eltne

48 Dual separution nuts, full tris, tsolation. dual levels slightly tower titan with oct:iced nuts only
0.05

2
-in. nriliced nuts

49 Duil -eparition nuts. full truss isolation, duai Levels slightlv loner than with ofr:iced nuts onlv
0.052-in. orifIced nut,

50 Dual separation nuts, full trus, Isolation, dual Levels slighth I-.er thin with ori:i-od nuts unit
0.052-1i. orified utis (-oasu-e,-nt on Acrelerometer 13 appeared abnormally high

5i Dual staristian nuts, lull trus. isilation 4 6-dR redu, .Ion lr., baselin'
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Table IV-2 Bench Shock Test Instrumentation

Location Measurement
No. No. Direction* Location

1 1 Longitudinal Longeron, 2 in. below
2 Tangential Sta 133
3 Radial

2 4 Longitudinal Longeron, 2 in. below
5 Tangential Sta 117
6 Radial

3 7 Longitudinal Longeron, 2 in. below
8 Tangential Sta 77
9 Radial

10 Longitudinal Near truss bottom, 5 in.
11 Lateral above longeron attachment
12 Vertical point, Sta 114

5 13 Longitudinal Near truss top, 4 in.
14 Lateral below longeron attachment
15 Vertical point, Sta 114

*Longitudinal relative to vehicle axis
Tangential to vehicle skin
Radial from vehicle centerline
Lateral is normal to longitudinal axis of vehicle

and parallel to long axis of truss
Vertical is normal to longitudinal axis of vehicle

and normal to long axis of truss

I
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A. SHOCK REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

Many proposed shock reduction techniques were tried during the
bench test series, including modifications to the structure, as
well as to the separation nut itself. Each of these proposed
techniques, along with the observed results, are discussed in

1. this section.

Time between Nut Actuations

A normal separation is performed with the near-simultaneous actua-
tion of two separation nuts. If it were found that firing one

nut at a time resulted in a reduced shock at the truss, a time
delay could be programmed into the actuation. To test this theory,
the separaticn nut on the Stage II side of the interface was
actuated by itself. The envelope of the truss shock response
resulting from this run (Run 6) is presented in Figure IV-3. By
comparing Figure IV-3 with the baseline envelope in Figure IV-l,
it can be seen that no apparent reduction in levels resultpd
In Runs 7 and 8, the separation nut on the Stage III F ' -

interface was actuated. Again, as can be seen in Figure T'"

no reduction in the shock levels occurred. On the cont?
there was an obvious increase in the response at frequei r(.

below 1000 Hz. The implications of this observation will *•

discussed later.

Because it was found that firing the Stage III nut did not result
in a significant change in peak response at the truss, much of
the further testing was performed with only the one nut. Dual-
nut firings were only used for final verification of a proven
reduction technique.

2. Torque Variations

The nominal torque applied to the separation nuts at installation
was 200 ft-lb. To determine whether a change in this torque

would alter the shock levels, two runs were performed with first

a lower torque (Run 9) and then an increased torque (Run 10).
Run 9 was performed with a torque of 75 ft-lb on the nut. As
can be seen in Figure IV-5, no reduction in shock was obtained.
Run 10 was performed with a torque of 300 ft-lb on the nut.

Figure IV-6 presents the results. Again, no reduction in shock
was obtained. Both runs were performed by actuating only the
Stage III nut, and as can be seen in the figures, the low-

frequency hump, which is apparently characteristic of one-nut
actuation, is present.

IV-6
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3. Orificed Separation Nuts

When a pyrotechnic initiator is actuated, work is almost instanta-
neously performed on the piston of the separation nut. By meter-

4 ing the gas resulting from the actuated initiator through a small
hole or orifice, the work done to the piston may be spread over a
longer time, thereby reducing the shock level. This technique does
indeed work. Many runs were performed with various orifice de-
signs. The final design consisted of two 0.052-in. holes per-
pendicular to the nut axis. For a detailed discussion of the
orifice designs, see Chapter IMl. Figure IV-7 presents the truss
response envelope obtained when using the separation nut with
two 0.052-in. orifices during Runs 30, 32, 34, and 41.

Other orifice configurations tried holes of varying size and
numbers. All orificed-nut runs reduced shock. However, their
results have not been summarized in this report. Shock response
spectra for these other runs are in Volume 11I.

Of the orificed-nut runs using the final design, Runs 30, 32, and
34 were performed with only a single nut, while Run 41 was per-
formed with dual separation nuts. Figure IV-8 shows the truss
response envelope for only the single-nut orifice runs. Again,S~the one-nut low-frequency hump characteristic is present. Figure
IV-9 is the envelope of Run 41 truss measurements, which was

a result of a dual-nut firing. As can be seen from this figure,
there is no hump at the lower frequencies.

4. Washer Variations

The two washers normally used between a separation nut and a
longeron arc self-aligning because of their curved interface (Fig.
IlI-i). If the contact area of these washers with their mating
surface is reduced, perhaps the shock levels would be lowered. To
test this theory, a castellated washer was designed to reduce the
contact area (Fig. II-4). In addition, it was believed that, if
the washer fractured due to the shock, energy would be absorbed.
Run 14 was performed with one separation nut to test the effects
of the castellated washer. As can be seen from Figure IV-10, no
shock reduction was obtained. Again, the hump characteristic of
a one-nut shot is present at the lower frequencies. The washer was
inspected after the test and found to be intact. No fracture had
occurred.

Another washer concept was an aluminum honeycomb design (Fig.
111-5). The thought was that the reduced contact area, as well a-
a deformation of the washer during the shock pulse, might reduce
shock levels to the truss. Run 20 tested the crushL le washer con-
cept. A torque of only 75 ft--ib was used on the separation nuts to
prevent crushing the washer during installation. As can be seen
from Figure IV-II, no shock reduction was obtained. Again, the
low-frequency hump was present, characteristic of ". one-nut shot.
Inspection of the washer after the test revealed no deformation.
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5. Padded Stud

If the piston in a separation nut struck the bolt stud during nut
actuation, resulting in a mechanical shock, a resilient pad on
the end of the stud might reduce the shock levels. Run 18 was
performed to test this theory using silicone rubber as the pad.
As Figure IV-12 shows, no significant reduction occurred. The
low-frequency hump was present as it had been before with other
one-nut separations.

6. Reduced Initiator Charge

If the shock is due to initiator detonation, reducing the size of
the initiator charge would reduce the shock levels. Runs 16, 17,

and 19 were performed using a Viking Standard Initiator, which
contains about one-sixth the charge used in the normal initiator.
Figure IV-13 presents the results of the reduced charge concept.
As the figure shows, a significant reduction in the truss shock

response was obtained.

7. Isolation at Station 133

By introducing a density change of material at the Station 133
interface, it was hoped that the shock to the truss would be re-

duced. To accomplish this, silicone rubber was used at the inter-
face, along with phenolic washers under the nuts. Figure IV-14
presents the results of this concept. Again, no shock reduction
was obtained, the shock spectrum showed the one-nut signature at

the lower frequencies.

8. Truss Isolation

Isolator systems consisting of silicone rubber were designed for
the truss attachment points. They were constructed so that the
system resonance would be near 200 Hz, therefore providing attenu-
ation of the higher-frequency shock peaks. To better understand
the isolators' effects on shock levels on the truss, a number of
runs were performed with isolators. The results of these runs
will be briefly summarized here. For specific shock response
data, refer to Volume III.

The isolators were first installed at the lower truss attachment
points, while leaving the upper attachment points hard mounted.
The shock levels were attenuated significantly at the measurement
location near the isolated attachment point. As was expected,
shock levels at the top of the truss near the hard-mounted attach-
ment point were similar to those experienced with the baseline
tests.
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To determine what shock reaches the lower measurement location
through the hard-mounted upper attachment point, a separation ran
was performed with the lower truss bracket completely removed.

The results were shock levels on the lower truss only slightly

lower than those observed with the isolator installed, thus in-
dicating that the path through the hard-mounted bracket was con-
trolling the levels near the lower attachment point when the
isolator was installed.

As confirmation, a run was performed with the lower isolator
installed and the upper attachment bracket removed. This con-
figuration gave good shock attenuation on the entire truss. Al-
though addition of the lover truss isolator to the vehicle is a
relatively simple design change, while addition of the upper
truss isolator is a complex change, the above tests indicated
that the only configuration that would provide adequate shock
attenuation to t• i entire truss would be full truss isolation.
This would include isolators at both upper and lower attachment
points.

A number of separations were performed with full isolation.
Figure IV-15 presents the envelope of shock responses observed
on the truss during full isolatioi, Runs 45, 46, 47, and 51.
These four runs were performed by firing dual separation nuts.
As can be seen by comparing this figure to the baseline (Fig.
IV-l), shock attenuation to the truss was obtained. However,
the upper envelope in Figure IV-15 is controlled entirely by
the measurements obtained from Run 46, which appeared to be an
extremely high-level shock. Because the truss isolators pro-
vided the same attenuation on Run 46, although both the longeron
and truss levels were high, it appears that the isolated truss
would give better attenuation than is apparent from Fig. IV-15.

9. Truss Isolation with Orificed Nuts

Runs 48, 49, and 50 were performed to determine the combined

effects of using both orificed nuts and full truss isolation.
Figure IV-16 shows the envelope of truss responses obtained
from these runs. The peak in Figure IV-16 is controlled by
Measurement 13 during Run 50, which appears to be a questionable
data point. By discarding it, the envelope in Figure IV-16
would peak at about 550 g, thus indicating that the combination
of techniques (orificed nuts and truss isolation) provided
slightly better shock reduction than either technique by itself.
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B. RUN-TO-RUN VARIATIONS

Variations in shock levels from one run to the next for the same
configuration make it difficult to rank the shock reduction tech-
niques by performance, For the same reason, quantitatively de-
termining the absolute reduction obtained by any one technique
is very difficult. To take the run-to-run variations into account
when performing the tests, a minimum of three runs was performed

for each concept that showed promise after the initial run. As
an indication of the variations observed, Measurement 4 on the

longeron near Station 133 waa used as a reference. For all runs
using a standard unmodified separation nut, the mean of the peak
response of Measurement 4 was about 3000 g, with a maximum of
5000 and a minimum of 1800.

No concrete evidence is available to explain such variations from

one shot to the next. However, it appears that the variations
result from the charge in the initiator rather than any mechanical
changes in the nut or structure.

C. ONE-NUT VERSUS TWO-NUT SEPARATIONS

As indicated previously, there appears to be a definite difference
in the shock responF- in the frequency range from 200 to 800 Hz
for a one-nut separation and a two-nut separation. Figure IV-17
presents an envelope of all one-nut separations in which no shock
reduction was obtained using a standard unmodified nut. By com-
paring this figure with the baseline in Fig-.re IV-l, which resulted
from two-nut separations, an increase in response in the lower
frequancy can be seen for the one-nut configuration. This same
difference can be seen when comparing the one-nut separation using
orificed nuts (Fig. IV-8) and the two-nut separation using an
orificed nut (Fig. IV-9).

The asymmetrical impulse applied to the structure, when one separa-
tion nut fires, appears to cause a rigid-body motion of the struc-
ture. Figure IV-17 could represent a composite spectrum, with the
response of a pyrotechnic shock controlling the high fr quencies,
while the response of the rigid-body motior c-ontrolling the lower
frequencies. A rigid-body rotational mode h~as been calculated at
609 Hz. As an asymmetrical impulse on the longeron would ercite
this mode, it is postulated that the hump in the response spectrum
at 630 Hz is due to rigid-body rotation about the long axis of the
truss. An analysis could be performed to further justify this
conclusion. However, it is believed that the system shock test
with flight trusses would be the best proof that this hump would
no': occur during flight.
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V. Conclusions and
Recommendations



V. CONCLUSIONS AND REC2 MMENDATIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

Specific conclusions that can be drawn from this series of tests
are:

1) The shock response in the frequency range from 200 to 800 Hz
is more severe for a one-nut than a two-nut separation, all
other parameters being equal;

2) There is no significant difference between the peak shock
responses for a one-nut and a two-nut separation, all other
parameters being equal;

3) At least a 50% reduction froi., the baseline shock is obtain-
able by using orificed separation nuts, reduced initiator
charge, or full truss isolation;

4) Full truss isolation combined with orificed separation nuts
appears to provide slightly more reduction of truss shock
responses than any one concept by itself;

5) The most desirable orifice design is the dual 0.052-in.
orifice at right angles to the separation nut axis. This
design reduces shock responses at the truss for all frequen-
cies, as can be seen by comparing Figure IV-9 to the baseline
(Fig. IV-l) for dual nuts; or by comparing Figure IV-8 to
Figure IV-17 for single nuts;

6) No reduction in shock resulted from variations in separation-
nut torque, crushable or castellated washers, padded studs
in the separation nuts, or change in material density at
Station 133;

7) Isolation at the lower truss brackets, leaving the top brackets
hard mounted, only reduced the shock on the truss near the
isolation. The remainder of the truss levels remained high.
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B. RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the conclusions, the following recommendations are made:

1) If only Stage II/III separation shock reduction is desired,
modify the separation nuts by inserting dual 0.052-in.
orifices;

2) If Universal Payload Fairing (UPLF) and payload separation
shock reduction is desired in addition to the Stage II/III
shock reduction, consider full isolation of Transtage instru-
mentation and guidance trusses.

if the orificed nuts are used, a qualification program for the
new nut design is required. In addition, a system shock test
should be performed to establish the new shock environment. Be-
cause mcdification of the nut lengthens it slightly, it is also
desirable to shorten the nut catcher on the Stage III side of the
interface to facilitate the ordnance installation.

If full truss isolation is used, an isolator development program
is required to finalize the isolator design, verify structural
qualification, and determine the effects of isolators on other
environments. Also, a system shock test should be performed to
establish the total shock environment for the Transtage from
Stage II/III, UPLF, and the payload separations.
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